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Introduction 
 
This issue (Issue 2) is the result of ongoing multilingual media monitoring and analysis of online content in 
selected online publications and social networks for hate speech (hate) in the discourse about the 
upcoming parliamentary elections in Kyrgyzstan in both Kyrgyz and Russian from August 16, 2020 to 
August 27, 2020. 
 
This media monitoring is based on both quantitative and qualitative methods such as critical discourse 
analysis and content analysis. During the initial collection of information and the documentation of 
incidents, computer-based linguistic analysis systems, followed by a manual method, were used to study 
the content using special indicators.1 
 
The main analysis of discriminatory language was focused on the media’s attitude towards female 
candidates, as well as towards members of different groups and minorities, the study of the portrayal of 
these groups in the media, and the dissemination of their images to the audience through discussions on 
various online platforms. Much attention was paid to the comments of users under news items in the 
media and on social media pages and groups. 
 

Keywords: hate speech, pre-election discourse, discriminatory discourse, public discourse, intolerance, 
trolling comments, gender-related aspects, minorities, social groups, hate speech, online media, online 
content, content discrimination, ethnic intolerance, age intolerance, territorial intolerance, Islamophobia, 
homophobia, xenophobic connotations, stereotypes, abusive cliches, internet users, journalists, and 
speakers. 
 

Executive summary 
 
Over the 11 days of this monitoring, the experts studied the content of 58 online media outlets and groups 
and personal accounts on the Facebook, Instagram and Twitter social networks. Internet users (45%), as 
in previous periods, were leading among the main disseminators of hate. 

The main hateful content was disseminated in social networks, both on personal pages and on the pages 
of online-based agencies. Next in line in the dissemination of hate speech are commentators and trolls 
(38%) who are broadcasting hate speech (38%) 

Trolls, who in a given situation could be popular users, famous people, and journalist and form their own 
concept of hate. For this reason, trolling comments are treated in this report as a part of hate speech. 
Politicians (9%) and the media (8%) were the next most prolific disseminators of hate over the analyzed 
period of time. 

Experts found 1,068 (100%) pre-election-related materials in both Kyrgyz and Russian languages, of 
which 898 (84%) were comments, 75 (7%) were news items in different portals and on social networks, 
50 (4.8%) were posts, and 45 (4.2%) were visual content, including demotivational posters, collages, and 
memes. 

 

Breakdown of type of intolerance in media and online discussions in percentage shows that ethnic 
intolerance amounts to 39%, language intolerance 26%, gender intolerance 22% and homophobia 13%.  

Researchers categorized 306 (in this section, this number is taken as 100%) media texts, visual content, 
and trolling comments where the political parties named above were mentioned and discussed most of 
all. For this reason, this rating shows the ratio of hate speech, broken down by political grouping. 

118 (38%) of aggressive trolling comments were detected on the web portals of information agencies and 
on their social media pages. 

1 Methodology of media monitoring and research can be found on page 17. 
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Hate speech and offensive rhetoric on the part of different commentators toward the “Reform” political 
party amounted to 94 (31%) hate incidents. “Ata Meken” party related incidents amounted to 45 incidents 
(15%) were in relation to the ethnicity of current candidate on the party list Kim In Sen. 33 (11%) of 
materials, including journalistic texts, posts, and comments, contained discussions about the “Birimdik” 
political party. 16 (5%) of materials were trolling comments and demotivational posters with critical 
statements and negative rhetoric were directed towards “Butun Kyrgyzstan” party. 

Brief description and findings 

The findings are based on the review of 1,068 documented materials (in the calculations, they are taken 
as 100%)2 selected from 58 online publications and user-generated content posted in forums and in 
groups and on personal accounts on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.3 

Compared to the previous analyzed period, the quantity of content studied increased by three web 
resources due to automatic navigation through threads to related user comments when they respond to 
specific messages. 
 
Media monitoring showed that the audience received varying information, both from political parties and 
bloggers themselves and from independent online media that are guided by their own editorial policies. 
For that reason, the studied content of several media outlets with regard to one party or another was 
clearly “in favor of” or “against” it. 
  
For instance, on the “Jalbyrak TV – September” Facebook page, critical news items were published on 
various political parties, but positive news items were always published in support of the socialist “Ata 
Meken” party. This media outlet is the internet site of the “September” TV channel, which was closed by a 
court ruling in 2017, during the rule of former Kyrgyz Republic President Almazbek Atambaev. According 
to media reports, the TV channel has been linked to Omurbek Tekebaev, the former leader of the “Ata 
Meken” political party and an opposition politician in relation to the authorities at the time when the TV 
channel was closed.4 
 
“Birimdik” and other political parties were criticized on the website of the “April” TV channel, which 
belongs to former president A. Atambaev, who is serving a prison sentence for corruption.5 The “Social 
democrats of Kyrgyzstan” political party was opined about positively.6 
 
The first finding indicates that the flow of diverse information made space for pluralism, and people could 
share their opinions freely. Therefore, the largest amount of detected content with hate speech, 
approximately 89%, is comments (84%) and posts (4.8%). Almost eight times less news items and 
illustrations were recorded: 4.2% and 7%, respectively.7 
 
The dynamics of hate speech content over the studied period demonstrated its growth (by 10%) in the 
detected cases. Experts explain this finding as due to the strengthening of public discourse on the 
upcoming elections as they approach as well as due to the election campaign.8  
 
The second finding of the analysis was the number of trends classified by types of intolerance. From 
August 16 to August 27, 2020, researchers identified four types of intolerance in the detected materials: 
ethnic (39%), linguistic (26%), gender-based (22%), and homophobia (13%). This classification was 
conducted by taking into account the presence in the detected content of abusive cliches or stereotypes 
related to minorities or other social groups, xenophobic statements and connotations, a personalized 
analysis of mentions of ethnicities and groups and the creation of a negative image of them, and 
accusations of having a negative impact on society.9  
 

2 Description and Diagram 3. Discovered materials by genre, page 4 
3 Please see the List of the analyzed media objects and web pages, page 18 of this report. 
4 Why the TV channel “September” was closed: analysis of the court decision https://kloop.kg/blog/2017/08/24/za-chto-zakryli-sentyabr-razbor-sudebnogo-resheniya/, TV 
Channel “September” and Omurbek Tekebaev https://www.vb.kg/doc/347893_telekanal_sentiabr_i_omyrbek_tekebaev.html 
5 11 years of imprisonment/deprivation of liberty. The City Court upheld the sentence for Atambayev. https://kloop.kg/blog/2020/08/14/11-let-lisheniya-svobody-gorsud-ostavil-v-
sile-prigovor-dlya-atambaeva/   
6 The “Social Democrats of Kyrgyzstan” political party was established in 2019 by the sons and followers of former President A. Atambayev, who previously was a head of the 
Social Democratic Party of Kyrgyzstan (SDPK), in which a split took place. https://rus.azattyk.org/a/30793153.html 
7 Description and Diagram 3. “Discovered materials by genre”, page 7 of this report 
8 Description and Diagram 4. “Dynamics of discovered hate speech over periods of media monitoring” on page 8 of this report  
9 Description and Diagram 5. “Trends by type of intolerance in media and online-based discussions for the period from 16 to 27 August 2020 on page 8 of this report. 
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In relation to the previous period of media monitoring, there were fewer trends, as seven trends were 
identified previously during the period from July 15 to August 15, 2020, including Islamophobia and age 
and territorial intolerance.10  
 
Researchers have also identified content discrimination, namely, the underrepresentation of female 
deputies and minorities in public speeches as well as their portrayal in the media. 
 
The third finding shows the active use of trolling in pre-electoral discourse, which constitutes an additional 
understanding of hate that differs from classic forms of hate speech. Many of the detected texts had 
mixed signs of hate speech and trolling. In almost every online discussion, there were provocative and 
offensive messages with regard to one candidate or another, and other readers shared trolling comments 
in threads. 

Based on the results of this research, the experts have developed several recommendations for 
overcoming discriminatory discourse during the pre-election period. 

Recommendations 

The main package of recommendations will be developed in late October 2020 according to the results of 
the final media monitoring, which includes research data from July 15, 2020 through October 10, 2020. 
 
Interim results recorded during this period emphasized the need to pay attention to the following factors: 
 

1. Journalists should understand the significance of trolling, which in some cases supports the 
formation of public opinion. For this reason, the media needs to concentrate on professional 
standards, as well as to better inform the audience to decrease the impact of trolling on political 
discourse. 

2. The media should provide a maximum of balanced information on the pre-election campaign, 
programs of political parties, so that the audience and users should have the opportunity to use 
the objective news and evaluate the content from the critical point of view. 

3. Journalists should avoid quoting hate speech and trolling comments and only for the most 
compelling reasons, they could include facts into the appropriate context with explanations to give 
a clear picture to the audience on the circulators of hate speech. 

4. Do not use social media as a source of information without careful check of the information or 
review of opinions containing trolling towards some persons. 

5. Gender mainstreaming should be implemented when reports will be developed on the pre-
election campaign, correct images of women candidates in the mass media should be done, to 
promote pluralism and equal representation of women and men, ethnicities, language minorities 
and other social groups. 

 

Context 
 
The social and political climate in Kyrgyzstan during the analyzed period was concentrated on the 
completion of the preparatory stage of the electoral race. By the end of August 2020, the congresses of 
political parties that will participate in the upcoming parliamentary elections slated for October 4 had 
finished. New candidates appeared in the published party lists, and some famous political leaders gave 
up their seats to young candidates. 
 
On August 25, 2020, the Central Election Commission (CEC) rejected the registration of the “Kyrgyzstan” 
political party, first referring to its “lateness,” and then to the fact that the application of the political party 
was delivered by someone who is not an authorized representative of the “Kyrgyzstan” political party. 
 
This case and the subsequent administrative court case initiated by the political party to cancel the CEC 
decision, caused discontent both on social networks and in the streets, where supporters and opponents 
of the political party took came out to demonstrate. Competing candidates from other political parties 
spoke out on online platforms about unequal attitudes and called for the dissolution of the CEC. At the 

10 Comparative dynamics of trends by types of intolerance in detected content in media and online discussions for the period from July 15, 2020 to August 27, 2020. 
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same time, the discourse on the internet intensified, and there was actively disseminated trolling of 
political party figures. 
 
During the reporting period, news about five out of the sixteen political parties that will participate in the 
elections predominated in online media and on social networks. 

In accordance with the rating of hatred attacks11 that was developed, 38% of aggressive trolling 
comments discovered on the web portals of news agencies and on their pages on social media were 
about the “Kyrgyzstan” political party due to the current situation with its registration and subsequent 
courts with the CEC. Moreover, the Uzbek ethnicity of Akhror Iminov, a candidate from this political party, 
was widely discussed in various contexts. 

The “Reform” political party was also at the center of the discussion, in which internet users discussed it 
more often in a negative context. The main targets there were female candidates Klara Sooronkulova and 
Rita Karasartova. Experts recorded 31% of hate incidents and homophobic statements towards them and 
other candidates from the “Reform” political party. 

Half as much (15%) of the hate speech was recorded in monitoring in public discussions and in the media 
about the “Ata Meken” political party. People discussed both the candidates from the political party who 
are currently acting MPs and the Korean ethnicity of Kim In Sen, one of the candidates on the party list. 

11% of hatred in online discussions and media content is recorded in relation the candidates of the 
“Birimdik” political party, which is called “pro-government” in public discourse due to the fact that MP 
Asylbek Jeenbekov, the brother of current Kyrgyz Republic President Sooronbai Jeenbekov, is running as 
the 27th candidate in the party list. 

Lastly, the remaining 5% in the rating of hatred attacks in online discussions and in the media goes to the 
“Butun Kyrgyzstan” political party. The main stream of negative rhetoric was recorded after ex-deputy and 
former Ombudsman of the country Tursunbai Bakir uulu spoke about the lawsuits with this party, because 
of which he was demoted from the top ten in the pre-election list. 

 
Definition of hate speech and trolling 

Hate speech (English: hate speech)12 is all forms of self-expression that include the dissemination, 
provocation, stimulation, or justification of racial, ethnic, religious xenophobia, homophobia, transphobia, 
migrant phobia, and other forms of hatred based on intolerance and discrimination against minorities and 
groups of people on the basis of different social characteristics. According to Article 16 p. 2 of the 
Constitution of the Kyrgyz Republic, these characteristics could be: “disability, age, political or other 
beliefs, education, origin/social background, property or other status, as well as other circumstances.” 

Hate speech in linguistic constructions has a flexible structure and two forms: negative evaluative, which 
is acceptable from the point of view of freedom of expression and is most often found in the public 
discourse; and illegal, which is criminalized by law. 

Content discrimination13 is the content of publications, speeches, and media materials that contain 
xenophobic stereotypes and clichés that stigmatize minorities and vulnerable groups. Content 
discrimination can manifest in a lack of representation or visibility of minorities and social groups in the 
media and public discourse or the vilification of individuals or groups who challenge xenophobic practices. 
Public denial of existing manifestations of discrimination (and related ideologies and actions) is also 
content discrimination. 
 
The Constitution of the Kyrgyz Republic confers to every citizen the right to freedom of expression and 
the freedom of speech and the press.14 The current legal framework of the Kyrgyz Republic stipulates 
criminal punishment for the incitement of racial, ethnic, national, religious, or interregional hostility 

11 Please see “Rating of hate attacks against political parties and candidates” on page 12 of this report  
12 Hate Speech Definition, p. 3, “Hate Speech in the mass media and Public Discourse of the Kyrgyz Republic” Research, 2015-2016, School of Peacemaking and Media 
Technologies in Central Asia, URL http://www.ca-mediators.net/ru/issledovaniya/216-rezyume-issledovaniya-yazyk-vrazhdy-v-smi-internete-i-publichnom-diskurse-2015.html 
13 CONTENT DISCRIMINATION REVISITED https://www.jstor.org/stable/23124168?seq=1 
14 Constitution of the Kyrgyz Republic, article 31, p. 2, as amended on December 28, 2016, http://cbd.minjust.gov.kg/act/view/ru-ru/202913?cl=ru-ru 
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(enmity), and the propaganda of the exclusivity, superiority, or inferiority of citizens on the grounds of their 
attitude to religion, ethnicity, or race, committed in public or using the media or the internet.15 This law has 
a broad interpretation; it doesn’t include the concept of “hate speech” or “discriminatory speech.” 
Moreover, the legal framework doesn’t include the concepts of negative evaluative (allowable) and illegal 
(criminalized) content in publications that may lead to hate crimes. 
 
These factors have an influence on both the insufficient counteraction of the propaganda of intolerance 
and the implementation of the political, social, and cultural rights of minorities provided to them by the 
Constitution of the Kyrgyz Republic (Article 16, p. 2, which specifies that “no one may be subjected to 
discrimination based on sex, race, language, disability, ethnic background, religion, age, political or other 
beliefs, education, background, property or other status, as well as other circumstances”). 

Trolling, trolling comments (Eng. trolling)  is the deliberate act (by a troll) of making unwanted and/or 
contradictory comments on different internet forums with the intent to provoke an emotional reaction from 
readers and enter into an argument with them.16 Trolling comments (TC) are identified as the posting of 
intentionally offensive, threatening, or provocative messages in discussion groups and online forums in 
order to attract the attention of the audience. TC can be used as a tool to foster an attitude among the 
audience towards specific informational subjects.17 

 

Comparative analysis 

Over the 11 days of this monitoring,18 the experts studied 
the content of 58 online media outlet and groups and 
personal accounts on the Facebook, Instagram and 
Twitter social networks.19 In comparison with the previous 
analyzed period, the quantity of studied content has been 
increased by three media resources in the form of 
personal accounts on social networks. The reason for the 
growth was the examination of connected comments 
through the reaction of users to specific messages, which, 
through threads, led to the detection of hate speech on 
additional web pages.20 
 
 
Diagram 1. Major disseminators of hate speech over 
the analyzed period  
 

As the electoral campaign had not yet entered into the main phase during the studied period, information 
online agencies mainly published news about the registration of political parties in the Central Election 
Commission, problems with registration and the reaction of party leaders to this, and about party 
congresses and lists of candidates. The media wrote almost nothing about the programs and ideologies 
of the political parties. The main messages concerned persons, their past, their connections, and their 
property. 

A large part of the discussions during this period took place on social media. The analysis showed that 
hate speech, xenophobia, and toxic behavior of commentators on the internet and trolling intensifies as 
soon as news about political parties or parliamentary candidates are published. Internet users (45%), as 
in previous periods, were leading among the main disseminators of hate. 

15 Criminal Code of the Kyrgyz Republic, article 313, 2019, http://cbd.minjust.gov.kg/act/view/ru-ru/111527 
16 Urban Dictionary, URL https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=Trolling 
17 School of Peacemaking and Media Technologies in Central Asia, Methodology for Research on Freedom of Expression and Hate Speech, http://www.ca-
mediators.net/ru/issledovaniya/5310-svoboda-vyrazheniya-v-centralnoy-azii-2019-regionalnye-trendy.html 
18 The monitoring was conducted from August 17 to August 27, 2020. 
19 List of explored media objects, p.18 
20 Please see the List of explored media objects, added. https://www.facebook.com/groups/1504281456274859 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/687374182048063/ 
https://twitter.com/adil_turdukulov 
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The main hateful content was disseminated in social networks, both on personal pages and on the pages 
of online-based agencies. Next in line in the dissemination of hate speech are commentators and trolls 
(38%) who are broadcasting hate speech (38%) who actively argued in groups and on forums, sometimes 

posting offensive and provocative messages that were quickly 
disseminated by others in threads. Such disseminators of toxic 
messages, especially in pre-election discourse, intend to 
demonize and mock opposing candidates or sow hatred 
towards them in order to alter the situation in their favor or 
increase the rating of “their” candidate.  

Thus, trolls, who in a given situation could be popular users, 
famous people, and journalist and form their own concept of 
hate. For this reason, trolling comments are treated in this 
report as a part of hate speech. Politicians (9%) and the media 
(8%) were the next most prolific disseminators of hate over the 
analyzed period of time. 

Diagram 2. Dynamics of hate speech disseminators during the periods of media monitoring 

 
Frequently, an inappropriate statement by a politician is picked up by the media quotes, thus contributing 
to the spread of hate speech. This rating remained unchanged from the previous period; only the 
quantitative ratio has changed. 
 
We believe that the electorate will be concentrated on news and messages that have a greater reach on 
the internet; for this reason, user content was analyzed more thoroughly. 
Experts devoted particular attention to comments in forums under articles published on the websites of 
information agencies and on the pages of these agencies in social networks, as well as comments in 
different groups and on personal accounts. In addition, news items, posts, and creolized texts (visual 
content) were studied. 
 

Diagram 3. Detected materials by genre, % 

Out of the total body of information, using a quantitative 
method with keywords and topics, experts found 1,068 
(100%) pre-election-related materials in both Kyrgyz and 
Russian languages, of which 898 (84%) were comments, 75 
(7%) were news items in different portals and on social 
networks, 50 (4.8%) were posts, and 45 (4.2%) were visual 
content, including demotivational posters, collages, and 
memes. 

Through qualitative analysis, 336 (31.4%)21 materials 
containing hate speech that were classified as different forms 
of intolerance and trolling were selected. Researchers have 
identified trolling as one of the main parts of hate speech and negative comments recorded in social 
networks not only in groups and personal accounts, but also on the pages of information agencies, where 
users actively express their opinions and participate in discussions. 

In spite of the fact that many verbal attacks came from accounts controlled by real people (they had 
profiles and photos), they also used provocative and aggressive rhetoric, and the aims of the authors 
were clearly personalized. This approach in online communication “helps” trolls to direct incitement to 
intolerance toward opponents, to intensify rumors, and engage other users in heated discussions. 

21 Hereafter, these 230 materials are accepted as 100%, classified and categorized during of the qualitative analysis and examination of the types and categories of discovered 
intolerance lexicon. 
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The experts also noted that trolling has become a part of online political discourse in pre-election 
Kyrgyzstan. Public groups and accounts on Facebook that associate themselves with political parties or 
candidates note such rhetorical statements in their threads and react to and share them. 

 
These dynamics indicate a slight increase in hate content (+ 10%) in the detected cases during the 
monitored periods. This can be attributed to the following reasons. 
 
Diagram 4. Dynamics of detected hate speech during the 
periods of media monitoring 
 
Firstly, the initial period of media monitoring, conduced from 
July 15-30 2020 took place during the period of the COVID-
19 pandemic, the spike in infections in Kyrgyzstan, and the 
social isolation of people, which had a significant impact on 
the public mood and the activity of users. 
 
At that time, messages in the media and on the internet were 
concentrated mainly on public health care issues, on patient 
statistics, and on measures to combat infection and its 
consequences. On top of this, research during the initial 
period from July 15 to 30, 2020 was implemented in the form 
of retrospective media monitoring22 (i.e. materials that had already been published and archived were 
examined), and it could be argued that the level of hate speech during this period could have been 
slightly different. Some materials may have been corrected or deleted during moderation. 
 
Secondly, the activity of political parties and candidates was minimal during this mid-summer period, 
which traditionally coincides with official annual vacations. For this reason, the discussion of pre-electoral 
topics gradually began to grow only by early August.23 It reached its peak by the end of the month, 
approaching the official pre-election campaign that launched in Kyrgyzstan on September 4, 2020. 
 

Trends 

 
The main trends by type of intolerance that are classified in the 
selected materials detected in the media and online discussions, 
were defined within this period of media monitoring according to 
the following four categories: 
 
 
Diagram 5. Trends by type of intolerance in media and online 
discussions for the period from August 16 to 27, 2020 
 
- Ethnic intolerance (39%), i.e. more than a third of the selected 
materials contained abusive cliches and stereotypes in relation to 

ethnic group or personalized references to ethnicities and references to ethnic groups. 

A number of xenophobic comments were recorded on the Facebook page of the Reporter.kg news 
website with regard to Ahror Iminov, a candidate from the “Kyrgyzstan” political party. 

 

22 Hate speech in the election discourse of the KR, issue 1, July-August, 2020, School of Peacemaking and Media Technologiy in CA, http://www.ca-mediators.net/ru/5379-
yazyk-vrazhdy-v-perdvybornom-diskurse-monitoring-i-analiz.html 
23 Hate speech in the election discourse of the KR, issue 1, July-August, 2020, School of Peacemaking and Media Technologiy  in CA, http://www.ca-mediators.net/ru/5379-
yazyk-vrazhdy-v-perdvybornom-diskurse-monitoring-i-analiz.html 
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Screenshot 1. An example of comments published under the video “How Ahror Iminov from Osh was educated in was 
Great Britain at the age of 15, and upon arrival became a successful businessman” on the Facebook page of the 

Reporter.kg24  online information agency.               

               

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                      Translation of the screenshot 1 
 
These statements contain abusive cliches and conflict-generating stereotypes.25 

Having analyzed the threads of these messages and their interrelationships, the experts conducting the 
comprehensive analysis of comments and context classified the texts as moderate and harsh forms of hate speech in 
public discourse according to the following categories: 

  

− A statement about a historical crime of one ethnic group in relation to another; 

− The accusing of another ethnic group of separatism and territorial and other claims; 

− Arguments about the superiority of a race or one’s own ethnic group; 

− The drawing of baseless parallels between a candidate from a specific ethnic group and ethnic violence in 
1990 and 2010 in the south of Kyrgyzstan.26 

 

Other speech incidents based on ethnicity were directed at Kim In Sen, a candidate from the “Ata Meken” 
political party. When the party's congress was held on August 17, 2020 and the lists were published, 
some mass media focused their attention on the candidate's ethnicity. 

 

 

24 Facebook page of the Reporter.kg - online information agency https://www.facebook.com/ReporterKGrus 

25 Conflict-generating stereotypes: “other nationalities should not be allowed”, “The owner in Kyrgyz land should be the Kyrgyz”, “Uzbek separatists”, a abusive cliché towards 
the Uzbek ethnos - “Sart”. Facebook page of the online information agency Reporter.kg: https://www.facebook.com/ReporterKGrus.This historical name of the sedentary 
population of Central Asia acquired a negative and offensive connotation in the public discourse of Kyrgyzstan during the ethnic violence in 1990 and 2010, as well as in other 
interpretations towards not only to representatives of the Uzbek ethnic group, but sometimes to other residents of southern Kyrgyzstan. Distributed in local xenophobic rhetoric 
in both Kyrgyz and Russian languages. Sources: Research of Hate Speech at the School of Peacemaking and Media Technologies in CA, 2011-2019. DISCRIMINATION AND 
INTOLERANCE IN THE PUBLIC DISCOURSE OF KYRGYZSTAN, 2020, http://ca-mediators.net/ru/issledovaniya/media-monitoring/5369-diskriminaciya-i-neterpimost-v-
publichnom-diskusre-kyrgyzstana.html,Hate Speech in Media, Internet and Public Discourse of Kyrgyzstan – 2015, http://www.ca-
mediators.net/en/reports_researches/media_monitoring_hate/217-hate-speech-in-media-internet-and-public-discourse-of-kyrgyzstan-2015.html ; Latest Hate Speech Report in 
Kyrgyzstan: abusive speech in public discourse and the "Charlie Hebdo effect", 2015, http://www.ca-mediators.net/en/179-latest-hate-speech-report-in-kyrgyzstan-abusive-
speech-in-public-discourse-and-the-charlie-hebdo-effect.html6 Hate Speech in the Media and Internet in Kyrgyzstan-2014, http://www.ca-mediators.net/en/165-school-of-
peacemaking-and-media-technology-has-presented-its-annual-report-hate-speech-in-the-media-and-internet-in-kyrgyzstan-2014.html; Hate Speech in the Media and Internet in 
Kyrgyzstan-2013.Annual Report, 2013, http://www.ca-mediators.net/en/reports_researches/media_monitoring_hate/86-hate-speech-in-the-media-and-internet-in-kyrgyzstan-
2013annual-report.html, The Hate Speech and Ethnic Stereotypes in the Print Media of Southern Kyrgyzstan, 2011-2012, http://www.ca-mediators.net/ru/issledovaniya/media-
monitoring/55-the-hate-speech-and-ethnic-stereotypes-in-the-print-media-of-southern-kyrgyzstan.html 
26 Methodology, classification of types and categories of hate speech, p.18 

Kimish Salieva 
That's right, we don't need deputies of Uzbek origin, we 
shouldn't bring them closer to power 
Kenesh Goldoshev 
Other nationalities should not be allowed 
Kapar Kamchybekov 
I think there should be a Kyrgyz boss on Kyrgyz land 
El Kyzmatynda 
Uzbek separatists in 1990, as well as Uzbek separatists 
and members of the interim government who organized 
the riots in Osh in 2010, were not arrested. Nationalism 
and hatred arise from such phenomena 
Uran Kasymov 
No trust to Sarts 
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Statements of commentators containing xenophobic connotations towards ethnic groups and 
personalized references to ethnic groups in a derogatory context were recorded in news forums and on 
social networks over the course of several days after this event. 

 

Screenshot 2. An example of comments published in the Facebook page of the group “KG BҮTҮN KYRGYZSTAN 
KG” 27 under the post, the original text in Kyrgyz language: “Chinese schemers have started to interfere in our policy, 

or are they not Chinese?” I never saw a Chinese sheep, 
how do they bleat???”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                            Translation of the screenshot 2 
 
The statements contain xenophobic connotations based on ethnicity, veiled calls for discrimination and calls to 
prevent the entrenchment of other ethnic groups in the region and fall under the “denial of citizenship” category of 
hate speech. 
This category is defined as when commentators attack ethnic groups and skip over (or intentionally ignore) the fact 
that people of specific nationalities are citizens of Kyrgyzstan with all of the electoral rights guaranteed them by the 
Constitution of the Kyrgyz Republic. 
 
Online information agency Aryba.kg published the opinion of Djusupdjan Jeenbekov, a politician and ex-
deputy, who is outraged by the fact that an ethnic Korean is on the list of the “Ata-Meken” political party. 
 
 
Screenshot 3 of an article published by the Aryba web portal. 
 
“Kim In Sen, who made women out of two of our girls, is going to 
be elected from ‘Ata-Meken’." 
 
Quote: “Here are my words about Kim In Sen, the Chinese or 
Korean person... Beats the shit out of me..., at the same time he 
made women out of two our girls (he lives with them), he works in a 
prestigious position in Customs, now he is a candidate from the 
‘Ata Meken’ party, is he mocking us?") 

(Original text in Kyrgyz) «Эки кызыбызды катын кылган Ким ин 
Сен «Ата-Мекенден» аттанып...»  
Цитата: «Мына ошол сөзүм Ким Ин Сен деген кытай, корей... 

27  Post from the group “KG BUTUN KYRGYZSTAN”, 23.08.20 https://www.facebook.com/groups/2172330959750595 
    

Mirey Jukeeva 
Perhaps the Chinese became Korean. I heard that other 
diasporas collect money and nominate their deputy, gradually 
put forward their conditions, then demand autonomy, 
remember 2010? 
Zulfia Rakhmanova 
We must remove the narrow-eyed! 
Nurlan Narmatov 
Dear Kyrgyz, let's not sell our lands, people. Chinese, Dungan, 
Korean, Uighur, Turk, Uzbek, Tajik, Pakistani, there are many 
of them. Let's vote for Kyrgyz, even if he be a mankurt. 
Nasyikat Chygysh 
Be ashamed of voting for other nationalities, this will not 
happen. 
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хрен его знает, эки кызыбызды бир маалда катын кылып алып, бажыда үлкөн кызматта иштеп, эми «Ата 
Мекен» партиясынан депутаттыкка аттанганы, бул биздин элди шылдыңдап жатышканыбы?»  

 

- Linguistic intolerance was recorded in 26% of materials. Most frequently, this consisted of comments 
from users who were outraged by the candidates from the “Kyrgyzstan” political party who spoke in 
Russian, raising the issue of registration of this party in the Central Election Commission as well as 
indignation toward members of the “Reform” political party who spoke “in Russian or the Kyrgyz 
Balconskii dialect.28”  

 - Gender intolerance in this report accounts for 22% of the recorded media text in which negative cliches 
and stereotypes were found towards female deputies and candidates and the chairperson of the CEC.29 
A gender imbalance was also recorded: the insufficient depiction of women in the media. 

In the monitored media, there are practically no stories about female candidates that would tell the 
audience about their role in political parties and their capabilities should they win in the elections. 

Test-based quantitative monitoring for the reporting period showed that out of 25 news on electoral 
subjects, only 6 women are mentioned in a neutral or critical tone in the list of parliamentary candidates or 
in headlines; 

Examples of several headlines in which female candidates are mentioned: 

“Could it have been otherwise? Aida Ismailova refused a salary because she doesn’t work.” 30 

"Elvira Surabaldieva will become a parliamentary candidate from ‘Ata-Meken’” 31 

“Shirin Aitmatova said that she is not on the lists of political parties” 32 

“Deputy Kasymalieva is accused of pressure on a school principal, and the “Birimdik” party responded” 33. 

- Homophobia was recorded in 13% of the studied materials 
and was expressed in visual content, rude and expressive 
language in relation to LGBT individuals and those around 
them. This was recorded when users and journalists 
accorded a negative connotation to candidates from the 
“Reform” party, rhetorically indicating that there were LGBT 
supporters and “advocates of gay men” in this party. 

Screenshot 4. An example of an editorial article, “Those who put 
underwear on their heads want to come to the parliament..."), 
published on Kadam.media.34 
 

Quote: “One of the founders of the “Reform” political party wasn’t 
ashamed that he is a gay man and speaks in the media. And on 
top of that, if you look at which mass media support this party, 
everything becomes clear immediately. Because the same mass 
media support gay and ruined people”). 

 

Here homophobic statements are aimed at creating a negative image of LGBT people arguments about 
their inferiority or a mention of this group in a derogatory context. A number of trolling comments 

28 A conflict-generating stereotype and a negative cliché that emerged in the public discourse of Kyrgyzstan in 2019, when representatives of the capital 
intelligentsia/intellectuals, local activists and students took part in protests against corruption #Reaction in Bishkek. Xenophobic groups called them as “Balconskee”, which 
indicates “urban” people living in houses with balconies in the capital of Kyrgyzstan. In some social and political context this cliché can be presented as a type of territorial 
intolerance that exists in Kyrgyz society between residents of villages and cities. Source: Methodology of the hate speech and discrimination qualification in the mass media, 
Internet and public discourse of the Kyrgyz Republic, School of Peacemaking and Media Technologies in CA, 2019,  http://ca-mediators.net/ru/issledovaniya/media-
monitoring/5369-diskriminaciya-i-neterpimost-v-publichnom-diskusre-kyrgyzstana.html 
29 Please see the “Rating of Hate Attacks against Political Parties and Candidates” Section of this Report  
30 News as of 25.08.2020, https://kaktus.media/doc/419522_a_moglo_byt_inache_aida_ismailova_otkazalas_ot_zarplaty_poskolky_ne_rabotaet.html 
 
31 News as of 16.08.2020, https://24.kg/obschestvo/162655_vyiboryi-2020_elvira_surabaldieva_budet_ballotirovatsya_otnbsppartii_laquoata_mekenraquo/ 
32 News as of 21.08.2020,https://limon.kg/news:72958 
33 News as of 22.08.2020, https://rus.azattyk.org/a/30796941.html 
 
34 Story: “Those who put skivvies on their heads want to come to the parliament ...”, 24.09.20 https://kadam-media.kg/75227/ 
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contained offensive words, and fake visual content35 spread and republished by a number of users 
disseminated a concept substitution to form a negative public opinion towards this group. 

If we compare the trends by types of intolerance in the studied media and user-generated content that 
were presented in both the previous and the current 
reports,36 then only two trends – ethnic and gender – 
were recorded as ongoing. The diagram shows that 16% 
more hate speech against ethnic groups was recorded 
during the period from August 16 to August 27, 2020 
than prior to that. The number of gender-based hate 
attacks also increased – their incidence was recorded as 
4% higher. In the current period, linguistic intolerance 
and homophobia were identified, while Islamophobia, 
age intolerance, and territorial hatred were not detected, 
although they were recorded until mid-August. 

Diagram 4. Comparative dynamics of trends by types of 
intolerance in detected content in media and online 
discussions for the period from July 15, 2020 to August 
27, 2020 

35 Please see screenshot № 2 and its description in the Section “Rating of hate attacks against political parties and candidates”, page 10 of this Report  
36 THE LANGUAGE OF HATE IN THE PRE-ELECTION DISCOURSE of the Kyrgyz Republic, issue 1, 2020, School of Peacemaking and Media Technologies in CA, 
http://www.ca-mediators.net/ru/5379-yazyk-vrazhdy-v-perdvybornom-diskurse-monitoring-i-analiz.html  
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Forms and tonality 
 

All analyzed content during the explored period was 
categorized according to the forms of hate speech and 
the tone of language in the detected materials. In this 
report, the following forms (types) were identified 
through the quantitative analysis method: mild, which 
characterized 52% of materials; moderate characterized 
39%, and 9% of materials constituted the harsh form of 
hate speech. 

The harsh form of hate speech often contains direct and 
veiled calls for discrimination, sometimes hypothetical, 
and calls to prevent the entrenchment of one group or 
another in the country. 

Diagram 5. Classification of analyzed forms of hate 
speech in detected content 
 

According to the methodology,37 the moderate (or average) 
type includes materials with the accusation of a particular 
group/minority of having a negative influence on social and 
political life and the state; the accusation of this 
group/minority of attempts to seize power or separatism; 
denial of citizenship; etc. The mild type of hate speech is 
when a negative image of a group/minority is created and 
xenophobic comments are quoted. 

The diagram below shows the tone of the analyzed 
materials. 
Quantitatively, it looks as follows: within the studied 
content, critical (55%) articles, posts, and comments were 
detected most of all;  slightly fewer – 39% – were 

stereotypical, and the smallest amount were recorded in a neutral (6%) tone. 
 
 
Diagram 6. Tone of analyzed content 
Rating of hate attacks against political parties and candidates 

Analysis of negative discourse and hate speech on the internet 
in relation to political parties mainly recorded attacks on 
“Kyrgyzstan,” “Reform,” “Ata Meken,” “Butun Kyrgyzstan,” and 
“Birimdik.”  

This small number of parties (out of fifteen registered to 
participate in the elections) evaluated in this subsection only 
indicates what news in the media or resonant messages on 
social media were the main topics around which discussion 
revolved during the analyzed period. 
Diagram 7. Rating of hate attacks by political parties 

Researchers categorized 306 (in this section, this number is 
taken as 100%) media texts, visual content, and trolling 
comments where the political parties named above were mentioned and discussed most of all. For this 
reason, this rating shows the ratio of hate speech, broken down by political grouping. 
 

37 Research methodology, page 17 
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In the second half of August 2020, the “Kyrgyzstan” political party was at the center of hateful attacks due 
to the current situation with its registration, when the mass media reported38 that problems arose for the 
party in the submission of documents to the Central Election Commission (CEC) of the Kyrgyz Republic. 
The attention of the online audience was rapt on this issue after information on different reasons for this 
problem began to emerge: from lateness in submitting registration documents by the announced deadline 
to the submission of the package of documents by an unauthorized party official.  

Screenshot 5. An example of an article headline published on the newsfeed of the online information agency 
Vesti.kg, August 27, 202039Dozens of commentators and trolls on online platforms attacked political party 

candidates using expressive, rude language, 
personification, cliches, and stereotypes such as “D-
list,” “Bakiyev's bandits,” "illiterate Mayane and 
Gomosexualu40 and similar bazarkoms/heads of 
bazaars,” “future ‘chimkiriks,’” 41 “cheap southern 
tactics,42” and “a gang of corrupt officials.”43 

 

 

 

 

 

 

118 (38%) of aggressive trolling comments were detected on the web portals of information agencies and 
on their social media pages, as well as in public groups and personal accounts44 where users shared 
their opinions and discussed this issue. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

38 The scandal with the registration of the Kyrgyzstan political party. What do CEC members say? 
https://kaktus.media/doc/419468_skandal_s_registraciey_partii_kyrgyzstan._chto_govoriat_chleny_cik.html, 25.08.2020 
39 Gomosexualu should go out”. How is the litigation process for the “Kyrgyzstan” political party? 
 https://vesti.kg/politika/item/74576-ketsin-gomoseksalyu-kak-prokhodit-sudebnyj-protsess-po-partii-kyrgyzstan.html 
40 Ironic clichés that have become a generic term in the public discourse of Kyrgyzstan in 2019 with regard to Dastan Djumabekov, the current Parliament Speaker of the JK KR 
and MP Tazabek Ikramov, who pronounced some words wrongly in their speeches. Journalists and users satirized them for this and make fun of them 
41 "Chimkirik" in Kyrgyz language (that means snotty-nosed or precocious), a cliché that became a negative and generic term in June 2019 after the case when A. Atambaev, 
the former President of the Kyrgyz Republic, in his speech at the meeting criticized the Parliament of the Kyrgyz Republic calling it as the “Chimkirik Parliament”. This cliché is 
used in both Kyrgyz and Russian languages in public discussions and trolling comments. Examples from trolling comments posted under this mentioned story mentioned in this 
report, original text is provided in Russian language,  
https://kaktus.media/doc/419468_skandal_s_registraciey_partii_kyrgyzstan._chto_govoriat_chleny_cik.html,24.08.20 
42 Stereotype from the comment in Instagram channel turmush.kg turmush.kg, https://www.instagram.com/p/CEZQ8SIJe8K/,27.08.20 
43 Example from the comments in the Azattyk website under the story in terms of the Kyrgyzstan political party “Returned documents” https://www.azattyk.org/a/30800644.html, 
25.08.20 
   
 
44 List of explored media objects, p. 18 
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Some journalists, in covering this issue, also rebroadcast hate speech in their texts, and the online media 
outlet Vesti.kg included a cliche in a headline. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Trolling aimed at specific political party figures has grown into language intolerance. In their 
comprehensive analysis, the experts discovered that a number of these lexical constructions contained 
xenophobic connotations and calls for discrimination on the basis of language. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
                                                                                                 Translation of the screenshot 6 
 
Screenshot 6. Examples of trolling comments published on the “Djalbyrak TV – September” Facebook page under 
the video “Candidates of the “Kyrgyzstan” political party and civic activists argued.” 45 
 
On August 25, 2020, commentators on the Facebook page of “Djalbyrak TV – September” discussed the 
video post “The candidates from the ‘Kyrgyzstan’ political party and civic activists argued.” They spoke 
offensively about the members of this political party who didn’t speak Kyrgyz and trolled Nurjan 
Shaildabekova, the Chairperson of the Central Election Commission of the Kyrgyz Republic (CEC) for her 
speeches in Russian.46 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

45  
Examples of trolling comments under the video post “The candidates from the “Kyrgyzstan” political party and civic activists argued” that is published in the Facebook page 
“Jalbyrak TV – September”, https://www.facebook.com/jalbyrak.tv, 25.08.20 
   https://www.facebook.com/jalbyrak.tv, 25.08.20   
46 Same 

Aibek Aldashev 
No need to vote for those who do not know the 
Kyrgyz language 
Mary Belekova 
As long as this old woman is there, there will 
be no fair elections. Is it possible to answer in 
a clear Kyrgyz language? 
Toktonaly Umetaliev 
Since you are Kyrgyz, speak Kyrgyz, you look 
like a swindler. 
Dayragul Ibraeva 
Why doesn't she answer in Kyrgyz, confuses 
everything, does she have a culture? 
Toma Zhumalieva 
Remove the old woman from the CEC 
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Hate speech was also recorded against activists and NGO representatives who, along with the 
candidates from other political parties, came to the office of the Central Election Commission of the 
Kyrgyz Republic to participate in the CEC meeting and hear the final decision. The activists called upon 
civil society and political parties to establish an independent commission and to investigate the situation 
with the registration of the “Kyrgyzstan” political party, as well as to hold the CEC and relevant officials 
accountable for the situation that has been emerged. 

 
Opponents of such measures attacked the activists 
through trolling and hackneyed cliches and stereotypes 
such as “NGOs are people who agitate the people,“ 
“corrupt NGOs,” and “ugly Americans,”47 which were 
mainly targeted at supporters and candidates of the 
“Reform” party. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Screenshot 7. Articles from the Facebook page of Arena.kg; in the upper left corner, the face of Ulan Uison is 
pictured along with a critical post addressed to the activist on his “pro-Western overlords.” Diagonally, in the lower 
righthand corner, is the original Reuters agency photo of the annual Gay Pride Parade in Sao Paulo (Brazil), on May 
29, 2016. (A comparison between the original and the publication on Facebook was made by the experts of the 
School of Peacemaking and Media Technology in CA within the framework of this monitoring) 
 
“The post of Ulan Uison (Note: he is a supporter of the “Reform” political party and a civic activist who 
came forward with the initiative for the adoption of the abovementioned measures) demonstrates that the 
legal decisions of the judicial authority are not important for the pro-Western forces that are behind him,” 
wrote Arena.kg, criticizing his actions in the article “Ulan Uison rushes to organize perpetual protests.”48 
 
 
The story was illustrated with fake visual content, where the face of the activist was inserted using photo 
editing. The manipulative element lies in the concept substitution for the formation of a negative public 
opinion in relation to LGBT people and drawing a parallel between anticipated party protests and gay 
pride parades. 

 

Hate speech and offensive rhetoric on the part of different commentators toward the “Reform” political 
party was activated after the publication of the list of candidates on the party's website and in the media 
on August 19, 2020. The main targets of the trolls and fakers were female candidates Klara Sooronkulova 
and Rita Karasartova. Experts recorded 94 (31%) hate incidents. 

 

 

 

 

47 Same   
48 Example from Facebook page Arena.kg, https://www.facebook.com/%D0%90%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%BD%D0%B0KG-
114670406850120/?__cft__[0]=AZW6XQGCp1fihU43yKHIXzL4d377k-SY2rj_p8ebz1EoATNpGWObdp70-IS5EOB3jiOLDMxnB67oE7lZUJJ__zp16hTa8Qe-
DtFhPTwQCMwWaugTjWNhLkIzKW_VBl8yuFhXlKEmwwvXIkm6p1RQJXPcBQPDHxSLz-FnhzRZpy7DeQbyvhJEaPVp9F1XZDh1P1Q&__tn__=-UC%2CP-y-R 
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On August 21, 2020 fake visual content aimed at discrediting and creating a negative image of 
candidates was disseminated on social networks under the hashtag of the “Reform” party. 

 Screenshot 8. The Facebook page of Guliza Alymova and 
Maalymat Maidany - Informational Maidan. A photo collage 
with the hashtag of the Reform party with a photo of Klara 
Sooronkulova, party leader and  ex-judge of the 
Constitutional Chamber of the Kyrgyz Republic, and Dastan 
Bekeshev, sitting deputy of the Jogorku Kenesh (Kyrgyz 
Parliament). Below it is the caption “Decriminalize 
prostitution.” The collage is accompanied by the outrage of 
users: “Oh my God! Now the voices of prostitutes have 
come to be needed too.”49  

 

 

Both expressive and rude lexicon was recorded in relation 
to the abovementioned female candidates as well as to the 

ideology and slogans of the political party. The analyzed statements had mild, moderate and harsh forms 
of hate speech that are defined as the creation of a negative image of a gender group; arguments about 
the inferiority and moral shortcomings of the group; mentioning women and LGBT people in a derogatory 
context; drawing parallels between NGOs, LGBT people, and Nazis; as well as overtly xenophobic 
comments with calls for reprisals.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Translation of the screenshot 9 

 

 

A number of cliches were directed toward Rita Karasartova, an activist and former civil servant. 
Commentators called her a “the bodyguard of gays” and an “American spy.” An article with the title 
“’Reform’ doesn’t offer reforms: their ceiling is a street with posters and drums” reported that the party is 
funded by Western partners and that “students and teachers from AUCA50” would become the main 
participants of ongoing protests and actions.51 

Irate trolls using harsh forms of hate speech called for discrimination and violence against members of 
this political grouping. 

49 Example from Facebook - Maalymat Maidana pages, 09.21.2020 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=159975019051269&set=g.1749896368659559&type=1&theater&ifg=1 
50 American University of Central Asia 
51 Facebook page of Arena.kg, 27.08.20, https://www.facebook.com/%D0%90%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%BD%D0%B0KG-114670406850120/ 

Bakyt Cholponbek 
Rot of the Kyrgyz people 
Eptep septep 
Sleazeball the Western Gay Reform! 
Ailina linaeva 
Burn them at the stake, just at once at a rally! We don't need 
such a future 
Aigerim Daniyar kyzy 
It's disgusting that gay people are in politics 
Alibekov Damirbek 
Well, what REFORMS can fagots and LGBT people offer us??? 
Allow same-sex marriage? Will this really solve the problems of 
the country's development? You shouldn't let people solve the 
problems of the country who have a problem in the ass! 
Akim Borobaev 
Reform is Gays and Nazis, they want to make riots like in 
Belarus! 
Azamat Erkinov 
Down with such a party from the country 
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Screenshot 9. Examples of trolling comments published on the Facebook page of Arena.kg under the 
feature: “Reform” doesn’t propose reforms: their ceiling is a street with posters and drums” 52. 

 

Example: “There is no need to vote for this political party. They brought Rita Karasartova into the fold, she 
is a spy. This political party will be supported from outside.”53  

Next in our ranking in terms of the number of verbal attacks is the “Ata Meken” party with hate speech 
addressed to the party already having been disseminated; 45 incidents (15%) were in relation to the 
ethnicity of current candidate on the party list Kim In Sen. Xenophobic comments, including trolling ones, 
containing hate speech were circulated in the Facebook group “kg BҮTҮN KYRGYZSTAN kg,” examples 
of which are provided in the previous section of this report. 

The fact that the abovementioned party candidate is a customs officer also added an edge to the online 
discussion. This happened after Bolot Temirov, editor-in-chief of Factcheck.kg, published a video on 
August 19, 2020 in which he stated that this specific  candidate from the “Ata Meken” political party (Kim 
In Sen) is a close friend of Islambek Matraimov, the brother of Raiymbek Matraimov, the Ex-Deputy Head 
of the State Customs Inspection of the Kyrgyz Republic made scandalously famous by journalistic 
investigations. 

33 (11%) of materials, including journalistic texts, posts, and comments, contained discussions about the 
“Birimdik” political party. While talking about the political 
party list and describing the candidates, “April” TV channel 
presenter Kanat Kanimetov used negative rhetoric, cliches, 
and stereotypes such as “rag-tag and bobtail” and “Strokova 
is a deputy of the devil.” 54 

Screenshot 10. An example of a video clip posted on the Facebook 
page of the April TV channel: “List of candidates” of ‘Birimdik:’ 
fifteen disgusting candidates.”55 

Example: “Believe me, there are still MANY people on the 
list of candidates for MPs! (Note: a verbal gesture under the chin indicating the enormous presence of 
someone or something). That same Aida Kasymalieva has turned into an ordinary chimkirik, a pocket 
voter fraudster ... ” – quote from the text by TV presenter Kanat Kanimetov. 

16 (5%) of materials were trolling comments and demotivational posters with critical statements and 
negative rhetoric which were recorded by the experts during the 
reporting period.  

A majority of these hateful attacks were directed at the “Butun 
Kyrgyzstan” party, when ex-parliamentarian and former 
Ombudsman of the country Tursunbai Bakir uulu announced that he 
would sue the political party because he was removed from the top 
ten of the pre-electoral list that was adopted by the party congress 
on August 19, 2020. 

Screenshot 11. Post-caricature "When the devil's game of elections unites 
people that it is difficult to imagine together!”56. Published on the Facebook 

page of Maalymat Maidany. 

Some users accused party leader Adahan Madumarov of “machinations with Lists” and the transfer of 
seats to “solvent competitors,”57 others mocked his “political party of the elderly” (candidates are mainly 

52 Same 
53 Azzatyk as of August 19, 2020. https://www.azattyk.org/a/30792163.html  
“Candidates of the “Reform” political party have been identified” 
54 “List of candidates” of “Birimdik”: disgusting fifteen candidates”, Facebook page of the April TV channel,, 21.08.2020,  
https://www.facebook.com/april.tv.ru/videos/592748211363845 
55 Same 
56 Facebook page, Post-caricature "When the devil's game of elections unites people that it is difficult to imagine together!”, 23.08.20 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/mmaidan    
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members of the old political elite)58 and also tried to discredit him and his political party by recalling the 
inappropriate statements of the politician himself 10 years ago. 

 

Cholpon Batyrkulova, author, in the text on the post reminds the reader of the statement of Adahan Madumarov, the 
MP candidate for the Jogorku Kenesh, which he said in 2010 after the Revolution on April 7, 2010: “The heroes of the 
April events are not heroes, they are armed robbers, homeless people, drug users”). 

 

 

Methodology, Analysis, and Qualification of hate speech 

The pre-election multilingual media monitoring is based on quantitative and qualitative methods. During 
the initial collection of information and documentation, both computer linguistic analysis systems and a 
manual method were used to study the content using special indicators: 
 
- Key words, clichés, and stereotypes in relation to ethnic, religious, gender minorities and social groups, 
such as people with disabilities, the elderly, youth, representatives of different geographic regions, people 
with different social backgrounds and status, people living with HIV, people with different political views, 
and dissidents. The number of social groups during the examination is not limited; it may vary depending 
on their vulnerability. 
 
The following were also taken into account: 
 
- the number of articles and posts in online media and social networks; 
- frequency of publications; 
- genres of materials: posts, news, analytics, multimedia (for online, contains all components (text, photo, 
video, or audio), photo reportage, interview, poll, comment/opinion (editorial or authorial); 
- topic of the article/reportage; 
- quotes – direct and republished; 
- personalized analysis of mentions of women, minorities, and other social groups. 
 
This methodology was developed and refined by the expert group of the School of Peacemaking and 
Media Technology in Central Asia for the ongoing media study and monitoring of discriminatory 
discourse59. 
 
The quantitative component covers the media selected for monitoring, social networks (groups and 
personal accounts on Facebook and Instagram), and users’ comments when discussing the news on the 
websites of newsrooms. 
 
At this stage the experts recorded the frequency of hate attacks in the media space by gender, regional, 
territorial, ethnic, racial, religious, and other social characteristics, such as the elderly, representatives of 
different geographic regions, people with different social backgrounds and status, and people with 
different political views and sympathies for certain political parties, as well as the tonality of the identified 
articles, reports, posts, and discussions in coverage of electoral issues. 
 
The materials were documented in special analytical tables in which a screenshot of the identified article, 
reportage, post, comment, or visual content which contained the hate speech was included. 
 
The tone of the material was assessed according to several categories such as government propaganda, 
criticism (emotionally colored language and assessment of the authors' opinions in relation to their 

57 Machinations of  Madumarov with Lists amount to a criminal case, post in Facebook page of Arena.kg 
https://www.facebook.com/%D0%90%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%BD%D0%B0KG-114670406850120/ 
58 In the first Issue of the “Hate Speech in Election Discourse in the Kyrgyz Republic’s” Report, experts indicated that age intolerance was identified in the content directed 
against this political party, page 7.  http://www.ca-mediators.net/ru/5379-yazyk-vrazhdy-v-perdvybornom-diskurse-monitoring-i-analiz.html 
59 Discrimination and intolerance in the public discourse of the Kyrgyz Republic, Research, 2020, School of Peacemaking and Media Technologies in Central Asia, p. 35, 
Methodology, URL http://www.ca-mediators.net/ru/issledovaniya/media-monitoring/5369-diskriminaciya-i-neterpimost-v-publichnom-diskusre-kyrgyzstana.html 
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subjects that sometimes contains dehumanizing metaphors that demonize a particular group), 
stereotypical, neutral, positive, and scientific tone. 
 
Personalized mentions of groups in different contexts and references to identity are evidence that helps to 
determine the level of hate speech content in monitored media. 
 
Every article, media report, post, and visual content that mentions ethnic, gender, racial, religious, 
territorial, and other social characteristics at least once and uses conflictogenic stereotypes, clichés, and 
discriminatory language was considered a unit of analysis. 

The qualitative component of monitoring includes the analysis and qualification of types (mild, moderate, 
or harsh) and kinds of detected hate speech based on certain keywords and expressions that are often 
found in local media pieces. According to the methodology, 31 or more types of hate speech can be 
categorized – from creating a negative image of one group or another to incitement to violence. 
Qualitative analysis also includes inappropriate mention and actualization of identity and signs of 
belonging to a group/minority, indications of connection (belonging) to territories and regions, unification 
and generalization of individuals into a group, the substitution of concepts, and hateful comparisons by 
groups between one other. 

 
Trolling in the comments on the webpages of news agencies and on social media was also seen as one 
of the categories of hate speech. The main indicator is the posting of intentionally offensive, threatening 
or provocative messages in discussion groups, online forums in order to attract the attention of the 
audience. The effort of trolling can be considered as the two following aspects: a) intention (what is the 
aim of the author?), b) disclosure of intentions (is the author trying to deceive readers by hiding his/her 
real (i.e., malicious) intentions?). 
 
The other two indicators are defined by (direct) answers towards the trolling effort: a) interpretation (how 
does the respondent perceive the troll's intention?) and b) response strategy (what is the reaction of the 
respondent?). 
 
Creolized texts (visual content) were analyzed visually based on the images and words contained therein. 
On the basis of the qualitative method, current trends in hate speech were identified and categorized by 
types of intolerance. 
 
The results of the quantitative analysis are presented in the diagrams as a percentage. 100% refers to the 
total number of documented materials containing hate speech during a defined monitoring period, which 
is indicated in the title of each issue of the report. 
 
Monitoring in Kyrgyz and Russian was carried out five times a week from the 17th to the 27th of August, 
2020, in real time. The selected pages60 were viewed at least three times daily. 
 
List of explored media objects and web pages61: 
 
1. Eldick media https://eldik.media/ 
2. Aryba https://aryba.kg/ 
3 Kyrgyzstan bugun https://kyrgyztoday.org/ 
4. IA 24 https://24.kg/ 
5. Superinfo https://www.super.kg/ 
6. IA 24 https://24.kg/ 
7. Sayasat.kg http://www.sayasat.kg/kg/ 
8. Bagyt.kg https://bagyt.kg/ 
9. Kadam.media https://kadam-media.kg/ 
10. Politclinica https://pk.kg 
11. Akipress http://akipress.org/ 
12. Turmush http://www.turmush.kg/ 
13. Sputnik https://ru.sputnik.kg/ 
14. Vesti.kg https://vesti.kg/ 
15. Yntymak.kg http://yntymak.kg/uz/ 
16. Kloop.kg https://kloop.kg/ 

60
 Links to analyzed media are provided on page 19 of this report. 

61 The List could be changed during the monitoring; web pages could be added that will have hateful content recorded by computer 
or manual method. In the same way, some media objects may be out of monitoring if hate speech has not been identified there 
within a certain period of time. 
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17. T-Media  http://t-media.kg 
18. Barometr.kg https://barometr.kg 
19. Instagram channel «Barometr.kg» https://www.instagram.com/p/CEZPAjPjxU-/ 
20. Govori.tv https://govori.tv  
21. April https://april.kg/ 
22. Kabarlar https://kabarlar.org 
23. Sayasat http://www.sayasat.kg 
24. Teskabar http://tezkabar.org 
25. FB page “Jalbyrak TV – September” 

 
https://www.facebook.com/jalbyrak.tv 

26. Azzatyk Freedom https://www.azattyk.org/ 
27. Uzpress http://www.uzpress.kg/ 
28. CHON KAZAT Rasmei group https://www.facebook.com/groups/456498167859115/ 
29. Migrants https://facebook.com/groups/migranttar 
30. “Reform: political party https://www.facebook.com/reformakerek 
31. Instagram – Turmush channel  https://www.instagram.com/p/CEZQ8SIJe8K/ 
32. Maalymat Maidany FB Group https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=159975019051269&set=g.17498963

68659559&type=1&theater&ifg=1 
33. Clara Sooronkulova https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100001543883725 
34. Aijan Chynybaeva https://www.facebook.com/%D0%90%D0%B9%D0%B6%D0%B0%D0%BD-

%D0%A7%D1%8B%D0%BD%D1%8B%D0%B1%D0%B0%D0%B5%D0%B2%
D0%B0-271389356696785/     

35. Arena.kg https://www.facebook.com/%D0%90%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%BD%D0%B0KG-
114670406850120/ 

36. Reporter.kg  https://www.facebook.com/ReporterKGrus 
37. Elim uchun https://www.facebook.com/groups/541386569352399/?ref=pages_profile_group

s_tab&source_id=1545625505747971 
38. KYRGYZ ULUTTUL (NATIONAL) PATRIOTS 

MOVEMENT 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1782596268690189/ 

39. Asaba-Kyrgyz Tuusu.kg https://www.facebook.com/groups/1897168236966385/permalink/32750868325
07845/ 

40. Independent Kyrgyzstan / Egenemduu Kyrgyzstan. 
(KpTS). 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/540883016366024/ 

41. Bespredel KG https://www.facebook.com/bespredelKG/ 
42. Aijan Chynybaevva https://www.facebook.com/%D0%90%D0%B9%D0%B6%D0%B0%D0%BD-

%D0%A7%D1%8B%D0%BD%D1%8B%D0%B1%D0%B0%D0%B5%D0%B2%
D0%B0-271389356696785/     

43. Aijan Chynybaevva https://www.instagram.com/aijan.chynybaeva/?hl=en 
44. Ahror Iminov https://www.facebook.com/ahror.iminov 

 
45. Gulnur Toralieva 

 
https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=%D0%B3%D1%83%D0%BB%D1%8
C%D0%BD%D1%83%D1%80%D0%B0%20%D1%82%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%
B0%D0%BB%D0%B8%D0%B5%D0%B2%D0%B0&epa=SEARCH_BOX  

46. Zarina Cherkibaeva https://www.facebook.com/zarina.chekirbaeva 
47. Rita Karasartova https://www.facebook.com/rita.karasartova 
48. Adil Turdukulov https://twitter.com/adil_turdukulov 
49. Aida Kasymalieva https://www.facebook.com/aida.kasymalieva 
50. Janylyktar (news) Kyrgyzstan https://www.facebook.com/groups/271478863515240 
51. Kyrgyzstan against the Customs Union https://www.facebook.com/groups/KGvsTS 
52. Kg Butun Kyrgyzstan https://www.facebook.com/groups/2172330959750595 
53. Ata Meken https://www.facebook.com/atameken.kg 
54. Kyrgyzstan political party https://www.facebook.com/kyrgyzstan2010 
55. Birimdik political party https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100055391377066 
56. Bir Bol political party https://www.facebook.com/groups/3295561543840860 
57. KAMCHYBEK TASHIEV 

 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/687374182048063/ 

58. Adahan Madumarov (closed group) 
 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1504281456274859 

 
 
About the organization: The School of Peacemaking and Media Technology in Central Asia is an 
organization for the development of media and relations with the public, the promotion of freedom of 
expression, and the fight against hate speech and discrimination in the media. It specializes in media 
studies and expert reviews of online content and intolerant language in the media, on the internet, and in 
public discourse; creating media campaigns on sensitive issues; and trainings for journalists, activists, 
online content creators, and human right defenders, including those in conflict zones.  

www.ca-mediators.net; 
https://www.facebook.com/peacemakingS/; 
peacemakingschool@gmail.com 
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